WATER  UNDER  THE  BRIDGES
horrified me, for instance, to learn when I got to Berlin that the
British Embassy there was popularly regarded as a branch of the
French Embassy, and that the notoriously curious Germans when
they passed up and down the Wilhelmstrasse and saw the Royal
coat-of-arms on the doorwith its motto of "Dieu et mon Droit" used
to say, "Even the British motto is French." I consequently made a
point during my first year in Berlin of seeing that my relations with
my French colleague, M. Francois Poncet, were 'not too intimate.
My Chiefs at the Foreign Office were dissatisfied with me in this
regard, but I was convinced that it was necessary if the British voice,
which was the only one which really counted in Germany, was to be
listened to with any vestige of confidence or respect. It would not be
if it were regarded as the mere echo of the voice of France.
But I was most of all alive to this unreliability of allies in the middle
of May 1940, when I travelled back from France on one of the last
boats to be able to leave Havre for Southampton. I found myself in
the company of the late Lord Rothermere. He was even more
pessimistic than I was in regard to the French capacity to hold out,
I asked him if he still personally directed his newspapers. Though his
reply was that he did not, I urged him to arrange for their slogan
from then onwards to be "Inghilterra fara da se," or in other words,
"Britain and the Empire will do the job on their own, alone if needs
be." Provided the British Empire and the U.S.A. remain strong and
united at heart by the same ideals, there will be no need for H.M.
Government in the United Kingdom to tie themselves up in entangle-
ments on the continent of Europe. We cannot disinterest ourselves
from that continent—far from it—but we can and should maintain
our complete liberty of policy and action and be bound to no other
chariot-wheel than our own. The inviolability of France is a British
interest, and we should always be prepared to go to her assistance ij
attacked; but any alliance or treaty engagements with her are super-
fluous and hampering.
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